WHO WE ARE,
HOW WE’RE
EVOLVING.
AIHA is an association for
occupational health and
safety science professionals.
Since 1939, we have
supported our members
with our expertise, network,
comprehensive education
programs, and other
tools to help them
maintain the highest
professional standards.

Changes in our industry are inspiring
changes at AIHA.
Although more than half of AIHA’s nearly 8,500 members are Certified Industrial
Hygienists (CIH), our industry is expanding beyond industrial hygiene (IH) to include
safety professionals, EHS generalists, and “technician-level” practitioners.
At AIHA, we embrace this growth and evolution. We are dedicated to being a
forward-looking organization, working to advance the Occupational Health and
Safety (OHS) profession—enhancing our member services and recruiting the next
generation of professionals into our ranks.

WHO WE ARE.
Our name is now simply AIHA—a nod to our history while opening the door to our
future. AIHA is a steward for all OHS professionals. Within our tight-knit community,
some members will continue to refer to themselves with the IH name, a well-earned
title with a prominent place under the more inclusive umbrella term of OHS science
professionals. And we are all science professionals, planning, doing, checking and
acting to preserve and ensure health in the workplace and community.

WHAT WE DO.
We advance the profession by providing educational resources to members,
connecting current and future industry leaders, and promoting the value of their
practice to corporations and to the general public. We accomplish this through our:
• Expertise. We develop guidance documents and white papers based
on the latest industry research, and offer a wide range of professional
development courses, in-person and online, to enable members to
continually improve their practice.
• Network. Our powerful network of OHS professionals shares
cross-industry knowledge and establishes meaningful connections with
emerging professionals, allied groups, and global organizations to drive the
profession forward.
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• Advancement of the profession. Amplifying the collective voice of our
members, we champion higher standards of health, safety, and professional
integrity—positioning the profession to better protect workers, businesses,
and the public today and in the future.

WHY IT MATTERS.
Supporting the professional growth of our members ultimately protects the health
and safety of workers, businesses, and the general public. Working together, we all
share one goal: A world where all workers are healthy and safe.

GETTING THE WORD OUT: AIHA PUBLICATIONS.
The Synergist is a monthly magazine with in-depth news and information focusing on Industry trends and news,
government and regulatory activities, association events and activities, technical information, and more.
The Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene (JOEH) enhances the knowledge and practice of OHS,
sharing information on topics such as occupational, industrial and environmental hygiene, exposure assessment,
and medicine and toxicology.
The AIHA Consultants Listing is a searchable print and online directory of AIHA consultant members. Available to the public,
the free listing is the leading directory of industrial hygiene and other OHS consultants.

GETTING INVOLVED: AIHA VOLUNTEER COMMUNITY
AIHA has more than 40 scientific and technical committees, task forces, and working groups that deal with the OHS
challenges faced daily—from biosafety and microbiology, to construction and health safety, emergency preparedness
and response planning, stewardship and sustainability, and international affairs. For the full list of AIHA volunteer groups,
visit aiha.org/get-involved/volunteer-groups.

STAYING CURRENT TO PROTECT OTHERS.
AIHA and its members work proactively on behalf of the public to research and disseminate the latest developments in applied
science. Through these efforts, we are able to better protect and advance health and safety standards on behalf of workers
and entire communities.
Our response to the COVID-19 pandemic is a perfect example of this. In an attempt to halt the spread of misinformation on
personal protective equipment (PPE), decontamination and indoor air quality, AIHA launched a public education effort to
provide expertise and clarification. The effort covers critical resources including properly selecting, fitting, and decontaminating
PPE; measuring and treating indoor air; surface disinfection; and more.

The future of
AIHA has arrived.
Come take a look.
Visit the AIHA website.
You’ll see how we’re
advancing the OHS
profession. And you’ll learn
more about the process of
our evolution, including our
new brand, and more.
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